Timeless Medical Systems Releases Version 2.0 of the Industry Leading Timeless Mother’s Own Milk System (MOMS)®

New PC and handheld user interface greatly improves workflow

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Charlottetown, PE, Canada – January 14, 2009 – Timeless Medical Systems announced today a new version (2.0) of its industry leading Timeless Mother’s Own Milk System (MOMS)®. The Mother’s Own Milk System (MOMS)® is a PC and wireless (browser based, client-server), real-time, HIPAA compliant, bar-coding system that helps Pediatric and Neonatology professionals eliminate patient misidentification and medical mismatches of breast milk in the Nursery/NICU/PICU. The Mother’s Own Milk System (MOMS)® version 2.0 boasts of a sleek new graphical design, a friendly user interface and added new features.

The new Mothers Own Milk System (MOMS)® design helps to build upon the system’s existing strengths of customizable workflow, ability to manage alerts, comprehensive tracking of bottle preparation (including combining, splitting and fortifying) and ability to print off audit reports on all actions taken from within the system. These features serve to compliment the bedside barcode scanning check (which is the primary purpose of the system) that ensures the right milk is fed to the right baby.

“We are pleased to announce that version 2.0 of the Mother’s Own Milk System (MOMS)® is now available and will be rolled out across all facilities currently using the system throughout North America. This new version greatly improves the Mother’s Own Milk System’s (MOMS)® PC and handheld interface, adds additional features and upgrades to user workflow which have been refined by years of use and feedback from our many clients”, stated John Rowe, President of Timeless Medical Systems.

The Mother’s Own Milk System (MOMS)® speaks loudly to the 15 plus years of Timeless Medical System’s experience in creating efficiencies and increasing safety in hospitals throughout North America. The new version of the Mother’s Own Milk System (MOMS)® now automates many additional day to day tasks and is HL-7 compliant with interfaces to all Admission/ Discharge/ Transfer and electronic charting systems a hospital may currently have in place.

About Timeless Medical Systems

Since the first release of the Mother’s Own Milk System’s (MOMS)® in July of 2005, Timeless Medical Systems has established itself as the industry leader in breast milk barcoding and tracking systems. These systems compliment Timeless Medical System’s many additional years of laboratory information technology expertise in pediatrics, neonatology and nurseries.

Timeless Medical Systems develops advanced software applications, hardware and information technology systems for Healthcare Professionals. Timeless Medical Systems’ products include wireless handheld patient record and tracking for NICUs/PICUs, statistical information gathering, reporting and management applications for Cancer Registrars and Oncology Departments, blood product inventory management and tracking systems for Blood Labs/Banks, comprehensive
laboratory information management systems (LIS/LIMS) for all laboratory disciplines, sophisticated database systems and management tools, electronic health records (EHR/EMR) solutions, and data security, back-up and integrity systems.

For more information about Timeless Medical Systems, its products or services, please call 902-892-2035 or visit www.TimelessMedical.com.
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